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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MODERN LANGUAGES
• IE 011: Beginning Speaking and Listening
• IE 012: Beginning Reading
• IE 013: Beginning Writing
• IE 014: Beginning Grammar
• IE 015: Beginning Speaking and Listening II
• IE 016: Beginning Reading II
• IE 017: Beginning Writing II
• IE 018: Beginning Grammar II
• IE 021: Intermediate Speaking and Listening
• IE 022: Intermediate Reading
• IE 023: Intermediate Writing
• IE 024: Intermediate Grammar
• IE 025: High Intermediate Speaking and Listening

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
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- IE 026: High Intermediate Reading
- IE 027: High Intermediate Writing
- IE 028: High Intermediate Grammar
- IE 031: Advanced Speaking and Listening
- IE 032: Advanced Reading
- IE 033: Advanced Writing
- IE 034: Advanced Grammar
- IE 035: Test Preparation
- IE 036: English for Academic Purposes
- IE 037: English in the Sciences
- IE 038: Business English
- IE 039: Literature Written in English
- IE 040: American Culture
- IE 041: Intercultural Communication
- IE 042: American Culture II
- IE 043: Intercultural Communication II
- IE 044: Topics in ESL
- IE 050: Topics in American Culture
- IE 051: Topics in Intercultural Communication
- IE 052: Cross Cultural Awareness
- IE 053: Speaking Accurately and Clearly
- IE 090: English for International Students
- IE 091: Acad Writ Lab for International Students
- IE 098: Independent Study in ESL
- IE 099: Independent Study in ICC
- IE 500: Language Use in American Universities
- IE 531: Assessment of Second Lang Acquisition
- IE 542: Teaching English as a Second Language
- IE 547: Cult. Dimen. of Second Lang. Acquisition

**MEEK SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & NEW MEDIA**

- IMC 204: Introduction to Integrated Marketing Comm
- IMC 205: Writing for Integrated Marketing Comm
- IMC 304: Account Planning
- IMC 305: Visual Communication
- IMC 306: Internet Marketing Communication
- IMC 307: Creating Digital Media Platforms
- IMC 308: Social Media Content Creation
- IMC 349: 3-D Modeling
- IMC 351: Topics in IMC I
- IMC 352: Topics in IMC II
- IMC 353: Topics in IMC III
- IMC 354: Nonprofit Marketing Communications
- IMC 355: Persuasion
- IMC 361: IMC Explorations I
- IMC 362: IMC Explorations II
- IMC 390: Advanced Writing: Integrated Marketing
- IMC 395: IMC Internship I
- IMC 404: Integrated Marketing Comm Research
- IMC 406: Digital Media Applications
- IMC 455: Integrated Marketing Communications
- IMC 473: Motion Graphics
- IMC 495: IMC Internship II
- IMC 502: Consumer Behavior/target behavior
- IMC 503: Insights and Measurements
- IMC 504: Creative Development and Direction
- IMC 505: Internet and Mobile Media
- IMC 506: Content Marketing
- IMC 507: Direct and Database Marketing
IMC 508: Advanced Media Strategy and Analysis
IMC 509: Special Problems in IMC
IMC 510: Crisis Communications
IMC 556: Multicultural Marketing Communication
IMC 557: Brand and Relationship Strategies
IMC 559: Advanced IMC Campaigns
IMC 580: Topics in IMC II
IMC 585: Health Communication
IMC 586: Foundations of Sports
IMC 587: Sports Promotion
IMC 591: IMC Explorations I
IMC 592: IMC Explorations II
IMC 594: Designing Interactivity
IMC 601: Advanced Account Planning
IMC 602: Design and Visual Thinking
IMC 692: Reputation Management

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
PHARMACY PRACTICE
Inad 591: Institutional Administration Advanced Ph
Indy 591: Pharmaceutical Industry Clerkship
Infd 591: Infectious Disease Clerkship
Info 591: Informatics Practice Experience
Inop 591: Institutional Out-Patient Practice Exper

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Inst 101: Introduction to International Studies
Inst 103: Intro to Chinese Language and Culture
Inst 107: Introduction to Latin America
Inst 109: Introduction to Topics in Global Studies
Inst 110: Intercultural Comm: Predeparture
Inst 111: Intercultural Communication: Reentry
Inst 201: African Studies
Inst 203: East Asian Studies
Inst 205: European Studies
Inst 207: Latin American Studies
Inst 209: Middle Eastern Studies
Inst 211: Reading Seminar
Inst 212: French News Coverage
Inst 213: German News Coverage
Inst 214: Latin American News Coverage
Inst 221: Global Studies
Inst 310: Topics in East Asian Studies
Inst 312: Topics in European Studies
Inst 314: Topics in Latin American Studies
Inst 315: Topics in Middle Eastern Studies
Inst 316: Topics in International Studies
Inst 318: Topics in Global Studies
Inst 324: Decolonization
Inst 326: Multicultural Europe
Inst 327: Europe and the Middle East
Inst 328: Contemporary Russia
Inst 331: Topics in East Asian Studies Abroad
Inst 332: Topics in European Studies Abroad
Inst 333: Topics in Latin American Studies Abroad
Inst 334: Topics in International Studies Abroad
Inst 335: Topics in Middle Eastern Studies Abroad
Inst 341: Contemporary China
Inst 342: Globalization and East Asia
• Inst 343: Religion, the State & Conflict in Asia
• Inst 344: The Vietnam Wars, 1946-1969
• Inst 345: Japan in the World
• Inst 351: Revolutions in the Middle East
• Inst 361: The War on Drugs in Latin America
• Inst 363: Gender in Latin America
• Inst 371: International Trade and Globalization
• Inst 372: Global Ecology and Conservation
• Inst 374: Introduction to International Law
• Inst 381: Research Methods for INST Majors
• Inst 385: Internship in International Studies
• Inst 411: Research in East Asian Studies
• Inst 412: Research in European Studies
• Inst 413: Research in Latin American Studies
• Inst 414: Research in Middle Eastern Studies
• Inst 415: Research in International Studies
• Inst 421: Research Seminar I
• Inst 422: Research Seminar II
• Inst 431: Oral Proficiency Interview

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
CENTER FOR INTEL & SECURITY STUDIES
• ISS 125: Introduction to Intelligence Studies
• ISS 351: Advanced Analytics I
• ISS 352: Advanced Analytics II
• ISS 420: Special Topics in Intelligence
• ISS 480: Nat'l Security Issues of 21st Century
• ISS 490: Internship in Intelligence & Security St
• ISS 499: Intelligence & Security Studies-Capstone

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
MODERN LANGUAGES
• Ital 101: Elementary Italian I
• Ital 102: Elementary Italian II
• Ital 103: Practical Review of Elem Italian I
• Ital 104: Practical Review of Elem Italian II
• Ital 198: Elementary Italian Study Abroad
• Ital 199: Special Topics in Italian
• Ital 201: Intermediate Italian I
• Ital 202: Intermediate Italian II
• Ital 298: Intermediate Italian Study Abroad
• Ital 299: Special Topics in Italian
• Ital 301: Conversation and Composition I
• Ital 302: Conversation and Composition II
• Ital 321: Italian Culture and Civilization
• Ital 331: Intro to Italian Lit & Literary Analysis
• Ital 361: Italian Cinema
• Ital 398: Advanced Italian Study Abroad
• Ital 399: Special Topics in Italian
• Ital 401: Advanced Italian I
• Ital 402: Advanced Italian II
• Ital 499: Advanced Topics in Italian